Chaco Culture World Heritage Site
Aztec Ruins Unit

Central Point Coordinates: -107.9775W 36.83503N

Aztec Ruins Unit: 11 hectares

Background Maps:
Aztec, NM 1985
Flora Vista, NM 1980
7.5’ USGS Topographic Maps

Chaco Culture NHP Cultural Resources Division, November 2013
Casamero Unit: 65 hectares
Central Point Coordinates: -108.055559W 39.424921N

Background Map:
Thoreau NE, NM 1981
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Chaco Culture NHP Cultural Resources Division, November 2013
Area Of Property: 13,011 hectares

Central Coordinate Points: -107.967182W 36.038441N

Kin Klizhin Ruins, NM; Pueblo Bonito, NM; Sargent Ranch, NM; Nose Rock, NM; Seven Lakes NW, NM; Seven Lakes NE, NM

1966 & 1970
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Chaco Culture NHP Cultural Resource Division, November 2013
Area of Property: 16 hectares
Central Point Coordinates: -107.939554W 36.386531N

Huerfano Trading Post NW, NM 1970
Huerfano Trading Post SW, NM 1969
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Chaco Culture NM Cultural Resources Division, November 2013
Chaco Culture World Heritage Site
Twin Angels Unit

Background Map:
East Fork Kutz Canyon, NM 1985
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Chaco Culture NHP Cultural Resources Division, November 2013
Chaco Culture World Heritage Site
Pierre's Site Unit
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Huerfano Trading Post SW, NM 1969
Pueblo Bonito NW, NM 1969
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Pierre's Site Unit: 170 hectares
Central Point Coordinates: -107.948350W 36.243877N

Background Maps:
Huerfano Trading Post SW, NM 1969
Pueblo Bonito NW, NM 1969

Chaco Culture NHP Cultural Resources Division, December 2014